
after signing the
guestbook, please sit
quietly next to a
partner and focus on
what is beautiful about
this present moment.



be presentSTEP 1



close your
eyes and relax.



play full outSTEP 2



LAUGH!
until you are instructed

to do otherwise



KEEP
LAUGHING.



unconditional happiness
my goal is to share and communicate



be present
disclaimer

You may have already heard all of the
things in this workshop. Please take
it as a gentle reminder.

You may disagree with some things.
This is one perspective. Feel free to
take what you like and leave the rest.

This is not the truth. 
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The quality of being thankful.

Readiness to show appreciation for.



let’s share.
tell your partner 10 things
you are grateful for.



play full out

YOU HAVE
A CHOICE



“MEN ARE DISTURBED
NOT BY THINGS, BUT BY
THE VIEWS WHICH THEY
TAKE OF THEM.”

- Epictetus,
  via the Enchiridion



“THERE’S NOTHING
GOOD OR BAD BUT
THINKING MAKES IT SO.”
- Shakespeare,
   via Hamlet



Dartmouth College Commencement Address

CONAN
O'BRIEN



- Jenni Rempel

“if life is about learning,
then failure is success”



- Matthew & Terces Engelhart
  Sacred Commerce

“does an oak tree move you
to tears of joy and appreciation,
or is it an obstacle that
stands in your way?”



WHEN GOD
SENDS RAIN
I CHOOSE
RAIN
- JASON MRAZ
 via twitter



inspiration
What am I learning in this situation?

What other opportunities am I opening up to?

How am I responsible for my experience?



let’s share.
tell your partner one bad or
negative thing in your life.



part 2
turn that negative or bad thing
into a good or positive thing.



NOTE:
This is NOT about supressing my emotions,

it is about recognizing that I have a choice and

letting go of negative feelings to empower myself.



every
experience
is valid.



clearing
exercise.



STEP 1

what’s stopping you from being present ?
STEP 2

breath & release
STEP 3

what are you grateful for ?
STEP 4

acknowledgement.



ACKNOWLEDGEMENT WORDS
grateful
brave
empowered
honest
transparent
trustworthy
loving
hopeful
beautiful

zesty
heroic
magestic
magical
strong
powerful
enlivened
divine
mighty

confident
creative
bold
daring
devoted
dedicated
blessed
courageous
intelligent

smart
educated
peaceful
collected
calm
zealous
successful
compassionate
connected



CONTINUED
EDUCATION:
 Cafe Gratitude
 Rational Emotive Behavior Therapy
 Clear Leadership by Dr. Gervase Bushe
 Emotional Clearing by John Ruskan



Jenni Rempel
Creative for Change
www.thec4c.com

jremps.wordpress.com
twitter.com/jremps_

jenni.rempel@gmail.com


